Friday Concurrent Session:
Show, Tell, Share and Collaborate: Bridging TVI and VRT Team Connections to Teach the ECC

Building Bridges – Creating Connections
2017 Penn-Del AER Conference
April 26-28, 2017
Friday, April 28th 10:00 am to 11:10 am

JOIN THE DISCUSSION

• Make personal connections with other professionals in the field
• Share your innovative teaching ideas, materials and exciting discoveries
• Collaborate together to find solutions to ECC related teaching challenges in the areas of Independent Living, Recreation & Leisure, Social Interactions, Career Education, and Self-Determination
• Share your teaching challenges and the group can brainstorm solutions! Pick the brains of your fellow colleagues!

SHOW AND TELL

• Show and Tell – attendees can bring instructional strategies and materials they have found to be successful in teaching the ECC subjects mentioned above (items can be home made or purchased), present your item to other attendees in a 5 minute “show & share”
• Please bring a brief typed page summary of what you are sharing; include name of the item, approximate cost, where to purchase it and/or how to make it, and other information you feel is helpful.
• All the information gathered will be collected and shared with attendees

Share, Trouble Shoot, Brainstorm, Collaborate and Connect!

For questions regarding this session, contact:
Christie Peel at: christie.a.peel@gmail.com or Jo Ann McNamee at: joann@obs.org